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Front-page News

Some events of the day

"I misteri del Cjaslir", a romance set in Fassa

Fabio Chiocchetti, from Moena, graduated in philosophy
in Bologna, since years has been supervising the Ladin
Cultural Institute. His romance "I misteri del Cjaslir"
(photo: Book cover) published by Curcu & Genovese is
purchased by the bookshops of the valley (18 €).

A bishop and a witch are the protagonists of the
romance "I misteri del Cjaslir" ("The mysteries of
Cjaslir", 1st historical romance of Val di Fassa,
presented today at 5.30 p.m. in the square Perla
Alpina in Moena. The author Fabio Chiocchetti,
director of the Ladin Cultural Institute, tells about
an event occurred 400 years ago in the areas of
Bressanone and Fassa, and investigates on the
ancestral devotion to the Sanctuary (in Cjaslir
area) of Santa Giuliana. The main characters are
Daniel Zen, Prince Bishop born in Vigo, and the
weird Dorothea de Freina, known to him since
his youth and involved in the process against a
group of women accused of witchery. 2 lifes
intersect and the mystery comes to light when
Zen becomes ill. In the background religious
wars and events characterizing the 17th century.

Christianity in Iraq
Pozza di Fassa
9.00 pm – Oratory Theatre. "Christians in Iraq with
fears and hopes" is the subject of the tonight’s
appointment belonging to "Summer Inspiration".
Guests are Mgr. Giorgio Lingua, nuncio in Iraq and
Jordan, who tells his experience in the Middle- east
and Mgr. Luigi Bressan, archbishop in Trento.

Greet my mother
Canazei
9.00 pm – Municipal Hall. Presentation of the book
on the stories of some survivors of the Second World
War, written by Nadia Meneghina.

"Stroz" it’s funny
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 pm – Parish Theatre, Piaz de Ciampedel.
Funny performance for adults and children of Nick
the Clown.

Easy walks

Passepartout

From Mazzin to the hamlet
Ronch in Pera

On the street of flavours at
"Entorn Vich"

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

After the bridge on Ruf de Udai in Mazzin, walk
along Street de Col da Chieve and ascend
rightwards a dirt road till the bend to Monzon.
Go upstream for 300 metres until you reach the
houses of Ronch, in front of a nice barn. Here
turn left along a route in the meadows
downstream Monzon. You will walk down the
Via Crucis trail and when the descent becomes
steeper, turn right onto a flat ground. Arrive at a
restored barn and then on the left at the section
of Rualp. Cross the bridge on Ruf de Soal, go on
the Street Ciadenac and after crossing the state
road take Street Jumela. Pass the bridge on
Avisio River and take the path skirting the flow
on the left. Passing the ramp beyond the bridge
on Avisio, you enter the hamlet through Strèda
de Chiavacia and Strèda do Ruf.

Walking around Vigo (this is the meaning of
“Entorn Vich” in Ladin) you will discover tonight,
from 8.00 p.m., the professions of yore in Val di
Fassa, and you will listen to good music and
admire several artists at work. However the
degustation wins tonight, among the numerous
stands in the centre of the village, proposing
many delicacies of Fassa’s cooking, to match
with excellent wines and biers of the companies
subscribing to the "Strada del Vino e dei Sapori
del Trentino". In the square Piaz de Vich and
Piaz J.B. Massar you can buy the vouchers
offering you two degustation possibilities: 10 €
for the complete tour ("The tour of Taste" with
17 tastings of food and juice), or 5€ for the
reduced one (with 4 oenological degustations,
with the glass of the event as a free gift).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Since the first decades of the eighteenth century, primary schools already existed in every village of
Fassa. Only the students of Penia had to go to Alba. Lessons were taught by priests, and when one
of these couldn’t teach any more, the breadwinners decided altogether who could take his place. The
most influential religious authority of the valley was the priest of San Giovanni, to whom the control
task was entrusted. After few times he was officially nominated Regio Ispettore Scolastico (Royal
School Inspector), with the commitment to visit regularly the schools.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

24/07/2013 (5.00 pm)
Introductory workshop for children on
Dolomites’ geology: to the rocks!
Vigo di Fassa

24/07/2013 (9.00 am)
MTB Tour "The Origins". Booking at
"Sport Check Point" (hike against
payment).
Canazei
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